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Abstract
Coal use needs to rapidly decline in the global energymix in the next few decades in order tomeet the
Paris climate goals of keeping global warmingwell below 2-degrees Celsius. In emerging economies
such as India (the second largest producer and consumer of coal) this would entail reducing long-term
coal dependency. Prior work has focused on a coal transition in India from a techno-economic point
of view, yet little attention has been given to the socio-economic dimensions of this transition. This is
in part due to lack of availability of datasets required for such analysis. Thefirst step in understanding
the socio-economic dimensions of a coal transition in India is to understand the scale of current socio-
economic dependency on coal at the sub-national level.We contribute to this literature by creating a
novel dataset comprised of all 459 operational coalmines in India, usingmultiple Right to Information
Act applications (India’s Freedomof InformationAct) and then combining this dataset with coal
companywise employment factors to estimate direct job numbers at the district level (a sub-
administrative unit).We find that coal is produced in 51 districts in 13 states in India with large
variations in employment numbers among these districts.While Korba district in Chhattisgarh state is
the highest coal producing district, Dhanbad district in Jharkhand state is home to the highest number
of coalminingworkers. This is thefirst attempt at understanding the socio-economic dependency on
coal at a district level and futurework could focus on quantifying other district level socio-economic
indicators such as coal related revenues. The newdataset and the results of this paper will be useful for
scholars conducting futurework on coal transitions and related topics.

1. Introduction

Meeting the global Paris climate target of stayingwell-below 2 °C requires rapid reduction in use of fossil fuels,
particularly coal [1].While some rich countries havemade plans to phase out coal as part of the powering past
the coal alliance, attaining Paris Agreement goals would entail reduced long-term coal dependency in emerging
economies such as India—the second largest producer and consumer of coal [2].

Prior work on coal transitions has largely focused on techno-economic analyses, including for India [3–5].
These technology focused studies typically analyze least cost- or cost-effective ways to achieve coal transitions.
For example, a recent study showed that the average cost of solar is cheaper than some old coal power plants in
India andmade the case for shutting down these older power plants [3].

Over the last few years, a rich literature has emerged on socio-economic dimensions of low carbon
transitions but it is limited primarily toOrganization for Economic Co-operation andDevelopment (OECD)
countries [6]. This work is focused on the need for a ‘just transition’ for coal workers whose livelihoods depend
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on coal production [6–9]. Just transition plans are also seen as important to overcome political resistance from
fossil fuel workers against the low carbon policies or coal transitions [6, 10].

In India, the last five decades have seen both the federal government and state governments promoting coal
mining and power development through state-owned enterprises in order tomeet growing energy needs and
achieve social & economic development [11, 12]. Over time, this hasmeant that certain coal supply regions in
India nowdepend on coal jobs, and local government revenues [5, 11, 12]. Despite the importance of coal for
regional economies, the scale of regional socio-economic dependency on coal is not well understood and has not
been quantified [5, 6, 11, 12]. Understanding the scale of socio-economic dependency and creating just
transition planswill become an important factor in any coal transition in India, as it has become in other
contexts (e.g. Germany, theUnited States, and theUK) [6, 7, 10].

A key reason for the lack of quantification of socio-economic dependency on coal is the absence of publicly
available datasets such as locations of coalmines and their production in India [10]. For comparison, coal
mining datasets are openly provided by government agencies inGlobalNorth countries such as theUS [13].
Scholars have in the past highlighted that energy research in India has a data availability problem [14].

Wefill this important data gap by creating a dataset of all 459 operational coalmines in India, including their
production and location.We then use this dataset and combine it with another novel dataset (coal companywise
employment factors) to quantifying district wise (a sub-administrative unit within the state) direct coalmining
job numbers.

By doing so, wefill this important data gap and contribute to the growing literature on socio-economic
dimensions of coal transitions by focusing on the coalmining sector in India. Itmust be noted that the scope of
this paper is only limited to quantifying direct jobs and that jobs are only one key dimension of the socio-
economic dependence of local regions on the coal industry. However, direct jobs are a clearmeasure of
dependency and an important first step in any analysis of this nature. Futurework needs to explore a broader
range ofmetrics and indicators such as district revenues from the coal industry, social spending by coal
companies, and others.

Figure 1.Employment factors for Coal India Ltd. and its subsidiaries [20]. The employment factors vary between subsidiaries and
between the type of coalmining. Underground coalmining ismuchmore labor intensive than open cast coalmining across
subsidiaries.
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2.Methods

In this note, wefirst created a coalmines dataset, and then combined this dataset with coal companywise
employment factors (or number of employees permillion tonne production i.e. jobs/MT) dataset to estimate
district wise job numbers. An employment factors approach for energy sector job quantification has been used
extensively in past scholarly work [10, 15, 16]. Direct jobs here refer to those jobs that are directly connectedwith
the coalmining industry. These includeworkers working in themines andwasheries, executives working in coal
company offices , and support staff.We do not quantify indirect (e.g. trucking) and induced jobs (e.g. restaurant
workers serving coal workers) in the coal industry.We also do not account for unauthorized coal workers (also
known as informal workers)who scavenge coal for a living [11, 12, 17].

In 2018–2019, Coal India Limited (CIL), Singareni Collieries Company Limited (SCCL) andNeyveli Lignite
Corporation (NLC), the three government-owned coalmining companies, produced 93%of the total 756
Million Tonnes (MT)) of coal in India [18]. The rest (7%)was produced by a small number of government
owned or private coal producers [18]. Federal government-ownedCIL is the largest of the three coalmining
companies, which alone produced around 610MT (81%) during the above period.

We obtained information on all coalmines in India, their production and location by filing applications
under the Right to Information (RTI)withCIL& its subsidiary companies, SCCL,NLC, and theCoal Controller
Organization (India’s coal sector regulator). The RTIAct in India is similar to the Freedomof InformationAct in
many other countries.

Figure 2.District wise coal production andnumber ofmines. The below graph shows large variations in the number of coalmines per
district and coal production. It covers 51 coal producing districts in 13 states.
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Overall, our ‘Indian coalmine location and production’ dataset includes information on each of the 459
operational coalmines in India, their geolocation and the following details: (1)Name of themine; (2)District
Name; (3)Coal production in 2019–2020; (4)Operator name; and, (5)Type ofmine (open cast (OC) or
underground (UG)). The dataset also includes geocoordinates for eachmine [19].

Our employment factors dataset for CIL and its subsidiaries is separated by type ofmining (OCorUG) and
company average (figure 1).We used the latest Joint Bi-partite Committee of Coal Industry (JBCCI) [20] report
to create this dataset. Itmust be noted that CIL subsidiaries’ produce coal either directly or through contractors.
We created the employment factors dataset using CIL subsidiaries’ direct production and employment
numbers. Due to lack of employment numbers for CIL contractors, we assumed that the contractor runmines
have the same employment factor as that of the CIL subsidiary which hires the contractor. For example, for CIL
subsidiary EasternCoalfields Limited (ECL), we assumed that all the ECLmines have the same employment
factorwhether they are run by the ECL or its contractors.We note that the impact of this assumption ismitigated

Figure 3. Location of coalmines in India at state and district level. The figure shows the location of all 459 coalmines in India.
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by the fact that the contractor runmines are always located in the same district as the directly operatedmines and
inmost cases right next tomines run byCIL subsidiaries. BothCIL subsidiaries and their contractors operate
mines that have similarmine geology, local conditions and use a local workforce.However, we recognize that
this is a limitation of our study. Futurework can collect detailed datasets on employment factors for contractor
runmines for each coal company and then use ourmines dataset to improve the jobs quantification.

For non-CILmines (nearly 20%of production), we usedCIL country-wide employment factors forOC&
UGmines.Wemade this assumption because of lack of availability of employment factors data for non-CIL

Table 1.District wise coalmining jobs. The table shows district
wise coalmining jobs covering 51 coal producing districts in 13
states.

State District Direct jobs

Jharkhand Dhanbad 122,348

Chhattisgarh Korba 91,106

West Bengal PaschimBardhaman 68,352

Jharkhand Chatra 56,691

Odisha Angul 43,807

Jharkhand Bokaro 29,566

Telangana Mancherial 24,290

Odisha Jharsuguda 24,167

Telangana Bhadradri Kothagudem 21,064

Maharashtra Chandrapur 18,087

Jharkhand Godda 18,047

Maharashtra Nagpur 17,057

Jharkhand Hazaribagh 16,968

Telangana Peddapalli 16,174

TamilNadu Cuddalore 14,686

Jharkhand Ramgarh 13,891

Chhattisgarh Surguja 13,021

Odisha Sundergarh 12,418

Jharkhand Latehar 12,341

Madhya Pradesh Singrauli 12,073

Jharkhand Ranchi 10,924

Chhattisgarh Korea 9,502

Chhattisgarh Raigarh 9,198

Maharashtra Yavatmal 8,569

Madhya Pradesh Shahdol 8,056

Madhya Pradesh Anuppur 7,592

Uttar Pradesh Sonbhadra 6,157

Madhya Pradesh Betul 5,949

Madhya Pradesh Chhindwara 4,666

Rajasthan Barmer 3,506

Gujarat Kutch 3,080

Gujarat Surat 2,886

Chhattisgarh Surajpur 2,203

Jharkhand Deoghar 2,130

Telangana KomaramBheem 1,895

Madhya Pradesh Umaria 1,751

Chhattisgarh Balrampur 1,528

Telangana Jayashankar Bhoopalpally 1,511

Rajasthan Bikaner 1,265

Telangana Karimnagar 1,047

West Bengal Purulia 591

Gujarat Bharuch 576

West Bengal Bankura 544

Jharkhand Palamu 519

Gujarat Bhavnagar 382

Rajasthan Nagaur 363

Assam Tinsukia 326

West Bengal Birbhum 250

Jharkhand Giridih 249

Odisha Sambalpur 169

Jharkhand Pakur 63
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mines—a limitation that can be addressed in future analyses by collecting employment factors data for these coal
companies. There are a small number ofmines (about 4%) operated by 3CIL subsidiaries that are considered
mixedmineswhere coal production is happening using bothOC&UGmethods. For thesemines, we used the
weighted average employment factor for the subsidiary that owns themine.

3. Results

3.1.District wise production&mines
Coal is produced in 51 districts across 13 states in India. The bulk of these districts are concentrated in the
Central and Eastern Indian states of Jharkhand,Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha, and the southern state
of Telangana (figures 2 and 3).While previously state wise coal production numbers were known, this is the first
quantification of district level production for all coal producing districts in India.

Among districts, there is a large variation in coal production and the number ofmines producing coal. Korba
district inChhattisgarh is the largest coal producing district—just 15mines produce 120MT. There are also
others such as Singrauli (Madhya Pradesh) andAngul (Odisha)with 7 and 13mines respectively producing just
over 80MT. Themines in these districts are operated byCIL’s newer subsidiaries South EasternCoalfields
Limited (SECL), NorthernCoalfields Limited (NCL) andMahanadi Coalfields Limited (MCL), which aremore
efficient and operate largeOCmines.

On the other hand, PaschimBardhaman (West Bengal) andDhanbad (Jharkhand) districts are home to 65
and 51mines respectively but only produce about 31MT each. Themines in these districts are operated by
Bharat CokingCoal Limited (BCCL) and EasternCoalfields Limited (ECL), the oldest subsidiaries of CIL and
home to a large number ofUG coalmines. All in all, 22 districts produce over 10MTof coal, 17 districts produce
between 1& 10MT, and 12 districts produce less than 1MTof coal (figures 2 and 3).

3.2District wise direct jobs
Our results show that therewere 744,984 direct coalmining jobs in India in the financial year 2019–2020.
Dhanbad district in Jharkhand state has the highest number of coalmining jobs at 122,348 and Pakur district in
the same state with only 63 jobs has the lowest number of jobs (table 1). Overall, 28 districts have over 5000 coal

Figure 4.District wise comparison between coal production& jobs. The Y axis on the left side represents coal production and on the
right side represents number of jobs (on a logarithmic scale). As coal production increases, jobs increase but with variations between
districts.
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mining jobs, 12 districts have between 1000 and 5000, and 11 have less than 1000 jobs. This is the first
quantification of coalmining jobs at the district level in India.

When comparing district wise coalmining jobs and production, we find that generally with an increase in
coal production there is an increase in the number of coal jobs (figure 4). However, among districts there are
variations in job numbers due to differences in the type ofmines (OCVersusUG) in operation and the
employment factors of different coal companies that operate themines. The districts that have predominantly
largeOCmines have a lesser number of jobs compared to thosewithmoreUGmines. For example, Korba
district, which is the highest coal producing district (over 120MT) has nearly 30,000 less coal jobs compared to
Dhanbad district which produces 30MT.

4. Conclusion

Meeting Paris climate targets would require reduction in the use of coal-based energy systems globally with
implications for India, the second largest producer and consumer of coal. Globally, prior work on coal
transitions has focused on least cost techno-economic analysis of coal transition.With regards to the socio-
economic dimensions (or just transition related aspects) of coal transition, scholarly work hasmainly focused on
OECDcountries. Understanding India’s energy transition including socio-economic dimensions of coal
transition requires availability of good data.

In this note, we collected the ‘Indian coalmine location and production’ dataset that includes details of all
operational coalmines and quantified district level jobs in India, a countrywhose coal trajectory is crucial to
meeting global climate targets [5]. The novel dataset created for this notewill be useful for scholars researching
the spatial dimensions of coal transitions in India both froma techno-economic and socio-economic point of
view.Using the dataset, and using a similar employment factors approach, futurework could focus on
quantifying indirect and induced coal jobs at the district level.We also anticipate that a number of scholars will
be interested in using our coalmines dataset to identify specific districts to focus on formore detailed local
analyses on the socio-economic dimension of the Indian coal transition. Future applications of the dataset
include: (a) broader socio-economic analyses of coalmining that accounts formore than jobs; (b) examining
spatial dimensions of understanding local air pollution and health issues around coalmines; (c) case selection for
detailed local qualitative and quantitative studies of livelihoods, wages andworking conditions of coalminers;
(d) prioritization by stakeholders (e.g. policymakers or trade unions) seeking to focus their efforts on creating
effective just transition plans.

While our dataset and results will be very useful for future scholarly and policy work on socio-economic
dimensions of coal transitions, we note again that direct jobs are only one of the several socio-economic
dimensions of coal transitions (research use (a) above).We are currently collecting data on other socio-
economic indicators such as district wise coal related revenues and social spending by coal companies. This will
be included in future updates of the dataset.
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